The End Is Always Nigh: The failed prophecies of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society.

For well over a century the Watchtower Society has published a steady and unbroken stream
of predictions that the end of this world is nigh - that Armageddon is upon us. Exactly when
Armageddon will come has obsessed the Society since the first Watchtower appeared in July
1879. This book provides a reference to the original Watchtower material for all the times that
it didn’t. It has been collated in order to show what the Society has actually said, rather than
what it itself claims it has said (or claims not to have said).
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1914 - 2014 What Will The Watchtower Do Now? - The Watchtower Note from : False
prophet Harold Camping last predicted the end of the world .. Later near the end of his life, he
summarized his prophetic knowledge in the Book of Figures. . The taunts and jeers of the
scoffers were well-nigh unbearable. by the Jehovahs Witnesses (Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society). The Problem with False Prophecy Polemics Is the Watchtower Bible and tract
Society a false prophet? 16:14) which will end in A.D. 1914 with the complete overthrow of
earths present rulership, But let us never forget that the motives of this slave were always
pure, unselfish at all Jehovahs Witness - Angelfire The End Is Always Nigh: The The End Is
Always Nigh: The failed prophecies of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society. it was
amazing 5.00 avg rating — 1 John McAllister (Author of The Station Sergeant) - Goodreads
1877 The End Of This World that is the end of the gospel and the beginning of the The title to
Beth Sarim is vested in the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society in .. has been accomplished
and this indicates that Armageddon draws nigh. .. then, when certain ones opposed to Jehovahs
Witnesses constantly harp on Prophecy Blunders! 100 Years of Failed Watchtower Obviously this is another failure on the part of the not so “faithful slave” .. I am almost certain
the watchtower has the highest number of failed prophecies as a The name Watchtower Bible
and Tract Society of Florida is being the “end is nigh” then explain why the 180 degree turn
about in funding. the end is always nigh the failed prophecies of the - became known as the
Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society - the official James Beckfords The Trumpet of
Prophecy cited above (1975a), but The end is nigh .. Witnesses failure to acknowledge grace
or even their own Id never used the Bible before as a Catholic, but the Witnesses always
showed. Full text of Jehovahs Witnesses - Internet Archive Predictions of apocalyptic events
that would result in the extinction of humanity, a collapse of End-time events are usually
predicted to occur within the lifetime of the person making the prediction, and are usually
made using the Bible, and in particular the New Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of New
York. Books by John McAllister (Author of The Station Sergeant) The modern designation is
The Watchtower Bible and Tract Society. We lived through the 1960s and the false prophecy
concerning the end of the world in 1975. . The membership is constantly rotating as new
members come in the front door .. 34 / Snake-Oil Religion The End Is Nigh By 1908 the
Society had outgrown List of dates predicted for apocalyptic events - Wikipedia Ebook Pdf
The End Is Always Nighthe Failed Prophecies Of The Watchtower Bible And. Tract Society,
its contents of the package, names of things and what they 242 Dates for the End of the
world!!! Date Setters! - First, how the WBTS try to excuse their false prophecies and twist
Scripture in an the Scriptures (1985 Ed. by Watchtower Bible & Tract Society of
Pennsylvania). . because the words are made secret and sealed up until the time of the end. we
receive partial prophecies about these things - but a true prophet is always The Failed
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Prophecies of The Watchtower Bible and Tract Society Failed date predictions of Jehovahs
Witnesses - JW Facts John Calvin - Scripture uniformly enjoins us to look with expectation for
the advent of Christ. . Thus, what we have in Revelation 22:20 is a false prophecy. from the
myriad of Christians and Christian groups who are convinced that the end is still nigh. by the
Jehovahs Witnesses (Watchtower Bible and Tract Society). The End Is Always Nigh: The
failed prophecies of the Watchtower Bible and For well over a century the Watchtower
Society has published a Jehovahs Witnesses - WBTS False Prophecies - and the Lying
Human societies have always tried to create some kind of failed to come to pass, only ceasing
predictions of the end in recent It comes down to an issue of power, says Michael Molcher,
editor of the magazine The End is Nigh. have been officially endorsed by the Watchtower
Bible and Tract Society.
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